Sources with >1 tpy actual emissions submit emission inventory by April 15, 2018 (R307-150)

Oil and Gas Source
(oil and gas exploration and production, well production facilities, natural gas compressor stations, commercial oil and gas disposal wells, and ponds)

Have an existing AO

Have an existing AO

Swell Site or Tank Battery

Follow R307-401

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

Comply with R307-500 series rules

Shall register with DAQ R307-505

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

If have controls need to route emissions from tank truck loading operations to controls R307-504

Storage tank(s) with throughput greater than 8,000 bbls or 4 tpy shall have controls R307-506

Dehydrators individually, or combined with tanks, greater than 4 tpy shall have controls R307-507

Leak Detection and Repair required semiannually if have controls R307-509

95% VOC controls R307-508

Engines required to follow R307-510

done

done

no

yes

yes

yes

done

done

Follow R307-401